What do we know?

“Every person has three lives – one public life, one private life and one secret life”
It seems like the secret life of some few is about to conquer the rest of lifes of all others behind the Covid
Curtain.
Very many people do not have a clue what´s going on and are mindless, harmless, willingless, sheeple in the
herd, which is about to be thinned out.
Only some are able to look behind the curtain and what they find out, alarms them.
Only a few is able to see not only the first curtain, but also the second, the third and forth and perhaps even
at least the last curtain. And those people who are not looking behind the curtain but are standing and acting
there, mostly, if not all, do not realize, that they are still on the stage and are actors who follow a director.
The aim of this article is to show not only the first curtain and what it is behind it. The attempt is, to show
what is, or could be, or most probably is behind one or two or more of the other curtains and which opera
we are seeing right now. And given all this, an overall attempt of this article is, that you might want to judge
it as being worth to be forwarded, even to John Doe from next door, who might wonder day by day more,
what this BS is all about that happens to be his reality.

Please do not wonder when you nearly only find links to my own channel on telegram.
There are several reasons for this. First of all, on telegram we have a good chance, that videos are not
deleted as fast as on the internet. Secondly, I used my channel to collect the necessary links and sources for
this overview, and when you now click on a link to my channel here, you will there on telegram than find the
external link to other channels. So, all these links to my channel don’t show that “its only me” who is telling
things here, but there are hundreds of different sources which invite you to dive deeper in those other
channels and topics.
My best reading advice for “just a short overview without looking at the sources” = read it here.
if you want to also recognize the sources, I recommend you, to read this article on my channel, because
there the link will open up directly without the rerouting over your internet browser, which will take time
and annoy you probably.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author here is the direct link to the telegram article if you want to read it
there.
Or you can read it on beforeitsnews.com
What Do we Know? | Awakening? Start Here | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)

In this reality the people are flooded with a ridiculous amount of seemingly important and rightful
and unavoidable details to take care of. If it is the way you have to collect and sort your garbage, if it is the
tsunami of paperwork coming every month from insurances, local government, job, renter, banks, loans, gas,
electricity etc etc., you name it. Who the heck has the time to dive deeper into the rabbit hole in a world
surrounding him or her like this?

So, if you are among those, who already have had the privilege of, for whatever reason, recognizing the fact,
that there is a curtain and things are happening behind the curtain and even was able to look behind this first
curtain, then you may have recognized that things of overwhelming importance in front of the curtain are
meaningless behind the curtain.
Such as laws for example.
And as there are a lot of actors behind this curtain, people of great power as it seems to us Normies,
celebrities, high ranking military etc, who all act behind the curtain, you can be sure, there is a second
curtain, where other people hold the power in their hands.
Like the Bilderbergers, the Rothschilds, the Bush family, the Clintons – again: you name it.
Maybe the Rothschilds are not behind the first curtain, maybe not even behind the second or third curtain,
doesn’t matter: they are not behind the last curtain and they are not the director!
So, maybe behind the first curtain you find those in power (officially) and maybe behind the second curtain
you find those with the money and maybe behind the third curtain you find those with the instruments and
licence office how to earn that money and maybe a curtain behind that you find those who build up the
structural network of how this all works together, then you may find those, who actually decided what and
how things should be done behind the next curtain.
And maybe the next curtain is the last one. The last one with those behind who give the orders of which aims
should be reached, no matter what, may be you find the director of this opera behind it. And even than the
question would be: who wrote this opera?
And as it is in all pyramidal structures, the number of involved individuals gets smaller behind each and every
curtain and also the number of involved details minimizes radically.

And as frustrating and irritating it is, when you find out, that many or even all of those things, you thought
were important, are meaningless for what is going on and what is going to happen with your life, with every
curtain you lift up, the picture gets more weird and sometimes traumatic and in the eyes of those, who still
stand in front of the first curtain, ridiculously unbelievable and therefore unexplainable and unexplainably.
And of course among those who had the privilege of looking behind one or two curtains, there are again only
a few who have the time to look further and deeper constantly, whereas most of the others have a “life”
with a job, a family, a child or more to take care of.
And again you are hostage of your reality and are not able to spend more time to learn about the things
behind those curtains or even to sort out, what already is in your mind about those curtains.
This article is meant for those, who are looking for a structural overview with at least some sources attached,
so that they have a kind of summary as a basis for there thinking.
Of course I can not mention every detail here. Neither would it be helpful, nor would it be justified. Too
many stories going around without proof, too many stories pop up only once without any evidence. Of
course that doesnt mean that those are lies, but here in this overview I would like to mention only those
topics, which come up independently from various sources, partly with scientific proof, partly with historical
proof, partly with legal proof (patents, law texts, contracts etc), partly as whitness report, first hand directly
from the victims.

So, what do we have here in this Covidian Era waiting for us.
It is a mixture of very visible information, things that happen right now and some things from the past, even
the very dark past of history, which seem to have an effect on todays happenings.
Very obvious: there is a declared so called “Corona” or “Covid19”-Pandemic, nearly worldwide.
The justification to call it a pandemic is based on phrases like “this is a deadly disease”, so let us start with
this one.

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/228
Of course, in the mainstream media we won´t find these numbers, but instead some irritating new measures
like “incidences”, which is “ill persons per 100.000 persons”, which can easily rise from zero to 100, 400,
1000 or even more and a “factor” of “incidence of 1000” of course sounds much more terrifying then “99%
are healthy”.
Humanity and their scientist know “Corona” viruses for a long time and the name “Corona” is mentioned in
old medical books as the name for “the common flu”. To make now “Corona” the scary event as we know it
is nothing more and nothing less than a brilliantly planned and executed marketing campaign. Playing with
well known and researched weaknesses of the human minds when it acts as a herd, this marketing campaign
takes advantage of the power of the manipulated masses.
So, not surprisingly, we find the fact, that most probably all of us already had the “common flu” several times
in their life time and “survived” it – of course, because the flu may of course get dangerous in some special
cases, but the overall general population will survive the flu regularly almost every time.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/331
(American Medical Association, Encyclopedia of medicine, Random House 1989,
“Coronaviruses = common flu”)

Astonishingly, after many thousands of years of the flu, this sickness suddenly miraculously disappeared in
2020: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/404 (All the years before we had around 24-45 million cases
per year alone in the U.S., in 2020 only 1822 cases)
The governments publish often the correct data but knowingly and willingly present them in a criminal wrong
way, turning the containing information almost everytime into the opposite and something that makes
people panic and think there is a real threat to their health by some horrible virus and that they have to do
something and the best solution would be what the government suggests:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/338 (german language about the official numbers, covid cases,
incidences, death numbers etc. all official, but obviously meaningful misinterpreted)
There is a lot of medical information about these so called vaccines:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/4 (Dr. Tenpenny: more than 50% of patients meanwhile don’t come
with sicknesses but with vaccine sideeffects to the doctors; no protection, still catch covid, unusual
miscarriages, shedding of spike protein etc)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1024 also here: shedding is a very real danger
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/41 (Dr. T from U.K. vaccines are genocide, magnetized
nanomagnetized particles in vaccines go into the brain, people become magnetic in specific areas)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1032 “the 2020 genocide with covid19”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/90 (video of mRNA protein cutting human DNA)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/123 (vaccinated blood under microscope, blood cloths)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/142 (Lawyer Fuellmich, Germany, proof: “they KNEW it would
harm” (the vaccine, it was intentionally, not by accident)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/185 (official numbers at that time: many hundreds of thousands
vaccine-caused-damages)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/231 (mainstream media: vaccine causes declining immunsystem)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/235 (Dr. Vladimir Zelenko “This is III World War, wake up”
And all of those informations point in the same direction: too many dangerous ingredients, severe damage to
the human body, by far too many and to severe to let this be a coincidence.
Here are some ingredients of the vaccines on the market. And at the same time as the vaccines get approved
by the authorities, the ingredients itself named alone are declared as toxic.
Here are just SOME vaccine ingredients. These are being INJECTED into the human body:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/358
◾Formaldehyde/Formalin - Highly toxic systematic poison and carcinogen.
◾Betapropiolactone - Toxic chemical and carcinogen. May cause death/permanent injury after very short
exposure to small quantities. Corrosive chemical.
◾Hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide - May cause damage to the liver, cardiovascular system, and
central nervous system. May cause reproductive effects and birth defects.
◾Aluminum hydroxide, aluminum phosphate, and aluminum salts - Neurotoxin. Carries risk for long term
brain inflammation/swelling, neurological disorders, autoimmune disease, Alzheimer's, dementia, and
autism. It penetrates the brain where it persists indefinitely.
◾Thimerosal (mercury) - Neurotoxin. Induces cellular damage, reduces oxidation-reduction activity, cellular
degeneration, and cell death. Linked to neurological disorders, Alzheimer's, dementia, and autism.
◾Polysorbate 80 & 20 - Trespasses the Blood-Brain Barrier and carries with it aluminum, thimerosal, and
viruses; allowing it to enter the brain.
◾Glutaraldehyde - Toxic chemical used as a disinfectant for heat sensitive medical equipment.

◾Fetal Bovine Serum - Harvested from bovine (cow) fetuses taken from pregnant cows before slaughter.
◾Human Diploid Fibroblast Cells - aborted fetal cells. Foreign DNA has the ability to interact with our own.
◾African Green Monkey Kidney Cells - Can carry the SV-40 cancer-causing virus that has already tainted
about 30 million Americans.
◾Acetone - Can cause kidney, liver, and nerve damage.
◾E.Coli - Yes, you read that right.
◾DNA from porcine (pig) Circovirus type-1
◾Human embryonic lung cell cultures (from aborted fetuses)
You are interested to see what the vaccine does to small babies:
beware! https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/464
You want to see how organs are harvested? You are sure? BEWARE!
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1415
----------Another ingredient seems to be selfaware living organisms:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/534
Which is frightening enough, but even gets worse. These beings were actually introduced and publicly shown
on the Olympic games in Barcelona 199
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1550
(by the way, the opening of the games in 2012 London also are very interesting looking back..
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1393)
Here is more information about what they found in the vaccines about these life forms:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/570
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/605 and more...
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/971 and again more….
So. Self aware life forms, who need a food source and eat Graphene are in the Vaccine.
You might have probably heard from parasites, which can be eaten by cats, then somehow reach the brain
through the blood, conquer the brain and the remotely control the host-cat and use it as a vehicle. The
scenario is quite similar to what we see here.
but wait, it gets worse…
For some it may be still a question that the difference is between mRNA vaccines, viral vectorbased vaccines
and standard Protein subunit vaccine.
But before that, the definition of vaccines had officially to be changed to include gen altering methods in
future:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/390

The difference of the two “vaccines” of interest you find here:
https://www.ctvnews.ca/health/coronavirus/what-is-the-difference-between-mrna-and-viral-vector-basedvaccines-1.5413806
“In the case of COVID-19, the vector virus delivers specific genetic instructions to the cells in the body to
produce a harmless piece of SARS-CoV-2 called the spike protein. The cells then display this spike protein and
the immune system triggers a response.”
“This technology (the mRNA technology) uses messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA), which is a molecule that
provides cells with genetic instructions for making proteins that are needed for numerous cellular functions
in the body, including for energy and immune defense.“
And for the standard “old school” vaccines…

https://www.mayoclinic.org/diseases-conditions/coronavirus/in-depth/different-types-of-covid-19vaccines/art-20506465
“Subunit vaccines include only the parts of a virus that best stimulate your immune system. This type of
COVID-19 vaccine contains harmless S proteins. Once your immune system recognizes the S proteins, it
creates antibodies and defensive white blood cells. If you later become infected with the COVID-19 virus, the
antibodies will fight the virus.”
The logic tells me the following:
with a standard old school vaccine you get injected some more or less harmless parts / subunits of the virus
of interest which provoke an answer of the immune system and will lead to the complete extermination of
both the injected harmless part of the virus as of the virus itself, if it will enter the body in future.

For the first two we basically see two different methods of how to tell the bodies own cells to produce a
more or less harmless part of the virus to then again trigger a response of the immune system.
Yes, there will be an answer of the immune system and the virus, will it enter the body in future, will be
destroyed. And also, of course, the more or less harmless part of the virus, which has been produced by the
bodies own cells, will be destroyed.
My main question, which is still unanswered officially is; “how long will the mRNA vaccine and the viral
vector based vaccine force the bodies own cells to produce the more or less harmless part of the virus?”
I never read anything about a second injection with a second order to the mRNA or DNA to STOP
PRODUCING the triggering harmless part of the virus.
Therefore my conclusion is: it will never stop producing it. And the more and more those cells with the
altered DNA multiply, the more and more harmless parts of the virus will the body produce. Endless.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/797 autopsy shows this as the result
Therefore the second conclusion is:
The future virus (of the and only of the targeted form) will be destroyed, so there is a protection. Against
(exactly) THIS virus.
And at the same time, with every injection of ANY so called mRNA vaccine of whatever kind, with every
single injection I will force the body to produce more triggering harmless parts of any targeted virus, so that
the bodies natural immune-system will be forced to fight more and more and an endlessly incoming number
of harmless parts of the targeted viruses. That means that with every single injection the natural immune
systems capacity will be reduced by the added workload and finally reach the zero point where it will first
only function for the collection of the produced spike proteins and not function for any other additionally
incoming thing to fight against of any kind or form.
The information in the links above state, that each injection will reduce the capacity of the bodies natural
immune system by around 10-25%.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/765 (I am not lone with this conclusion..: PUBLIC HEALTH ENGLAND
RELEASES REPORT)
As we see in the link above and the text, in this case the so called more or less harmless part of the virus is
the so called “spike protein”.

The mainstream resists to reveal, that an increasing number of scientists have proven, that this spike protein
is not at all harmless, but very dangerous.
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=spike+protien+cancer&atb=v290-1&ia=web
And here are only some doctors and medical professionals speaking out:
(https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1523)
1. Dr. Nancy Banks – http://bit.ly/1Ip0aIm (deleted by youtube)
2. Dr. Russell Blaylock – http://bit.ly/1BXxQZL (deleted by youtube)
3. Dr. Shiv Chopra – http://bit.ly/1gdgh1s (deleted by youtube)
4. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny – http://bit.ly/1MPVbjx (deleted by youtube)
5. Dr. Suzanne Humphries – http://bit.ly/17sKDbf (deleted by youtube)
6. Dr. Larry Palevsky – http://bit.ly/1LLEjf6 (deleted by youtube)
7. Dr. Toni Bark – http://bit.ly/1CYM9RB private video, watch only with login
8. Dr. Andrew Wakefield – http://bit.ly/1MuyNzo (deleted by youtube)
9. Dr. Meryl Nass – http://bit.ly/1DGzJsc (deleted by youtube)
10. Dr. Raymond Obomsawin – http://bit.ly/1G9ZXYl still online
11. Dr. Ghislaine Lanctot – http://bit.ly/1MrVeUL (deleted by youtube)
12. Dr. Robert Rowen – http://bit.ly/1SIELeF still online
13. Dr. David Ayoub – http://bit.ly/1SIELve (deleted by youtube)
14. Dr. Boyd Haley PhD – http://bit.ly/1KsdVby private video, watch only with login
15. Dr. Rashid Buttar – http://bit.ly/1gWOkL6 (deleted by youtube)
16. Dr. Roby Mitchell – http://bit.ly/1gdgEZU (deleted by youtube)
17. Dr. Ken Stoller – http://bit.ly/1MPVqLI (deleted by youtube)
18. Dr. Mayer Eisenstein – http://bit.ly/1LLEqHH (deleted by youtube)
19. Dr. Frank Engley, PhD – http://bit.ly/1OHbLDI (deleted by youtube)
20. Dr. David Davis – http://bit.ly/1gdgJwo (deleted by youtube)
21. Dr Tetyana Obukhanych (deleted by youtube)
22. Dr. Harold E Buttram – http://bit.ly/1Kru6Df still online
23. Dr. Kelly Brogan – http://bit.ly/1D31pfQ still online
24. Dr. RC Tent – http://bit.ly/1MPVwmu still online
25. Dr. Rebecca Carley – http://bit.ly/K49F4d still online
26. Dr. Andrew Moulden – http://bit.ly/1fwzKJu still online
27. Dr. Jack Wolfson – http://bit.ly/1wtPHRA offline?
28. Dr. Michael Elice – http://bit.ly/1KsdpKA still online
29. Dr. Terry Wahls – http://bit.ly/1gWOBhd private video, watch only with login
30. Dr. Stephanie Seneff – http://bit.ly/1OtWxAY private video, watch only with login
31. Dr. Paul Thomas – http://bit.ly/1DpeXPf private video, watch only with login
32. Many doctors talking at once – http://bit.ly/1MPVHOv private video, watch only with login
33. Dr. Richard Moskowitz – censored
34. Dr. Jane Orient – http://bit.ly/1MXX7pb offline
35. Dr. Richard Deth – http://bit.ly/1GQDL10 (deleted by youtube)
36. Dr. Lucija Tomljenovic – http://bit.ly/1eqiPr5 (deleted by youtube)
37. Dr Chris Shaw – http://bit.ly/1IlGiBp about aluminum and autism, aluminium in vaccines
38. Dr. Susan McCreadie – http://bit.ly/1CqqN83
39. Dr. Mary Ann Block – http://bit.ly/1OHcyUX
40. Dr. David Brownstein – http://bit.ly/1EaHl9A offline

41. Dr. Jayne Donegan – http://bit.ly/1wOk4Zz offline
42. Dr. Troy Ross – censored
43. Dr. Philip Incao – http://bit.ly/1ghE7sS (deleted by youtube)
44. Dr. Joseph Mercola – http://bit.ly/18dE38I
45. Dr. Jeff Bradstreet – http://bit.ly/1MaX0cC
46. Dr. Robert Mendelson – http://bit.ly/1JpAEQr “THE MEDICAL TIME BOMB OF IMMUNIZATION AGAINST
DISEASE”
47. Dr Theresa Deisher https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=6Bc6WX33SuE (deleted by
youtube)
48. Dr. Sam Eggertsen https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=8LB-3xkeDAE
Dr Lee Merritt https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/14
Dr. Luc Montagner, Nobel price winner https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/22
Dr. Carrie Madej https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/37
Canadian Doctor: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/45
Lawyer: doctors are not allowed to speak out: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/126
Dr. Charles Hoffe https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/244
Ryan Cole https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/259
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/374 Doctor speaking out about the most common mRNA vaccine
damages he got to know in the recent past
Prof.Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi about what happens to your blood after the vaccination
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1060
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1115 cancer enzymes found in covid vaccines
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1282 the vaccine is the threat, not covid. the vaccine destroys
immune system
Please let me add : ALL of these doctors and nurses tell things, that are against the official narrative; all of
them stand in public light and under public and governmental mainstream pressure; all of them are ready to
take this risk, withstand this pressure, risk their economical and social existence and speak out things, that
many, if not most people do not want to hear. Partly because those things are by far too horrible to digest
them like the normal daily news porridge, partly because the contradiction to the mainstream is so extreme,
that John Doe from next door has mental problems in accepting, that the given official narrative can be so
criminally wrong and misleading. The staggering amount of censorship points out that we are far away from
an open discussion in our society and in the center of a mainstream opinion dictatorship. The deletion of
most of the videos took place within the few days and weeks I was working on this article. First I found those
videos, a few days later, one by one was gone.
And apart from these personal statements there are documentaries about these “vaccines”, which reveal
even more details.
There are (were…!) tons of documentations that this vaccination isn’t good
1. Vaccination – The Silent Epidemic: http://bit.ly/1vvQJ2W (deleted by youtube)
2. The Greater Good – http://bit.ly/1icxh8j (deleted by youtube)
3. Shots In The Dark – http://bit.ly/1ObtC8h (deleted by youtube)
4. Vaccination The Hidden Truth – http://bit.ly/KEYDUh
5. Vaccine Nation – http://bit.ly/1iKNvpU (deleted by youtube)
6. Vaccination – The Truth About Vaccines: http://bit.ly/1vlpwvU (deleted by youtube)
7. Lethal Injection – http://bit.ly/1URN7BJ (deleted by youtube)

8. Bought – http://bit.ly/1M7YSlr (offline)
9. Deadly Immunity – http://bit.ly/1KUg64Z (deleted by youtube)
10. Autism – Made in the USA: http://bit.ly/1J8WQN5 (deleted by youtube)
11. Beyond Treason – http://bit.ly/1B7kmvt (login made necessary by youtube)
12. Trace Amounts – http://bit.ly/1vAH3Hv (Trailer)
13. Why We Don’t Vaccinate – http://bit.ly/1KbXhuf (offline)
(https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1523)
14 https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/417 vaccinated blood under microscope
15 https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/440 blood cloths in brain
16 https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/592 black “matter”, mechanically moving particles found
in vaccinated blood
Dr. Klinghardt must be mentioned here, with the strong suggestion to watch all videos of him on youtube or
other channels you can find. Of course he is also “anti-jabb”, but his older videos mostly cover other detoxrelated information which might be useful anyway in your daily life.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/753 (only one of hundreds of videos on the net)
The already discussed fact, that these vaccines cause a dramatic decline of the natural immune system, leads
me to the following conclusions:
The injected persons are dependent from more and more vaccines, because with every new virus they have
to get additional protection because their natural immune system has not the same capacity as an original
one. And with every more injection it doesn’t get better, but worse.
But stopping also doesn’t help.
In fact, the developed weakness of the natural immune system and the constant fight against something
which is produced by the own body, is medically described as an auto-immune-syndrome desease
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1054 Other scientist meanwhile name it differently and say,
vaccinated people are going to automatically develop AIDS in future.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/635 and also https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1054
There are scientists, who very clearly and in a simple way calculate scientifically the reduced rest of the
lifetime of vaccinated people: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/267
“In other words, an “inoculatee” [as he calls anyone jabbed with the Experimental Use Authorization
Eugenics Depopulation Lethal Injection Bioweapon] having 20% Graphene Oxide deterioration in their blood
will, barring any other input criteria, live for 8 years. [10 years less 20%].
Someone with 70% Graphene Oxide deterioration will not live more than 3 years. [10 years less 70%].”
The given information up to this point leads us by simple and brutal logic to the conclusion that these
vaccines are genocidal and many people know about it:
https://t.me/TraugottIckerothLiveticker/51465 doctor giving an outlook on what will happen and why when
you are vaccinated
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1191 Dr. Colemen speaking out (again)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/2 (Finish Member of Parliament naming it genocide!
There is one source often discussed: the population forecast by deagle.com. it is not online anymore after
millions have seen it and got terribly scared (rightfully).

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/218 (deagle.com forecast to download and forward. Now offline,
was online for a decade. Here the picture with some details...:
(How to read: the column in the center shows the population number. The number in red/green is the target
number where it will be in 2025, the black number below that is the actual number where it was some years
ago.)

So here we see a dramatic decline of the population in some countries, for example the U.S. or U.K. or
Germany, France, etc. According to the deagle.com website this forecast is meant to show the actual
numbers in the year 2025, so, not at all very far from now.
With the given information about the lethal vaccine and the details about the resting lifetimes of injected
people, this forecast actually seems to be possibly quite accurate.
Let me come back to this later. There is more to tell about the vaccines, as these seem to have some
alarming additional features.
The vaccines somehow seem to connect the vaccinated person to an A.I.:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/283
the vaccination seems to give you an invisible barcode on your skin
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/947 which reminds you probably to the so called “Mark of the
Beast”
Many if not all vaccines seem to contain chips and Bluetooth devices:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/17 small chip in needle
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/146 Bluetooth connection with injected arm
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/178 All not a conspiracy theory anymore, already reality
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/738 “its not a vaccine, it´s an operating system”
And the vaccines produce a variety of bizarre effects. Many if not all vaccines contain stuff that makes you
magnetic:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/16 magnetism after injection…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/41 magnetism after injection
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/38 remotely controlled brains with “magneto protein”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/673 how magnetics work with human body
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1431 frequencies and medicine

a lot of research was done on this topic https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/997
528 Hz will transform your DNA

and much of that magnetic effect is based on Graphene
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/129 this is how Graphene looks and behaves like on magnetism.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1180 this, too
And interestingly enough I know first hand from a friend of mine who finished his university around 30 years
ago with a diploma based on the thesis “superconducting at room temperature on the basis of Graphene”,
which he could never publish, was put under secrecy by the government and military and he was not allowed
to work on it anymore. It seems, they used this work not for computers, but for what we see now in reality…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/25 superconducting on basis of Graphene at room temperature?
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1523
With Graphene it gets interesting. Interesting, because not only vaccinated people carry Graphene, but
nearly all people on this planet already carry nano particles of Graphene spread out by chemtrails which
could be weaponized any time
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/42 magnetism on basis of shedding and inhaled Graphene nano
particles from chemtrails!
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/50 rained down nano Graphene particles collected on car
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/84 Graphene in Kelloggs corn flakes
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/539 what can nano robots do to and in the human body?
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/650 nano bots at work life on camera
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/865 nano bots video
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/893 nano particles delivered into brains – patent
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/972 nano bot can take over body
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1283 again information about the nano bots
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/356 Chemtrail plane on ground spraying chemicals by accident
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/396 Chemtrail planes explained
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/624 pilot speaking out about Chemtrails
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/540 carbon black chemtrail filmed
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/654 Graphene in rain
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/958 Graphene in medicaments against Covid
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1042 chemtrail pictures
and here a supposedly very important video:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1108 about nano graphenehydroxide razorblades cutting each and
everything they come in contact with – in all (!) covid vaccines.
important fact: only hours after I showed this video on my channel, the author, Dr. Andreas Noack, was killed
by an “attack”, so reported his wife, who was filming herself.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1132
You want to know the official maximum dosis of some of the additional ingredients of the chemtrails and
how much is in them?
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/465

There are perhaps methods for protection and healing for the nano graphene particles
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/153 German language text “how to” against Grapheneoxide.
So, we have Graphene within vaccinated and also within nonvaccinated people. With more Graphene in you
because of vaccination your lifetime reduces dramatically and the ways and possibilities to be remotely
controlled increase.
The weapon is loaded and with every vaccinated person more, the dangers rise.
Both for the vaccinated person himself and also for the others, because this vaccinated person might act as a
kind of weapon.
Let us begin with the first point: the blood of vaccinated people is not accepted as donor blood says Red
Cross
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/26 news on TV “donors needed, blood of vaccinated is useless”)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/443 American red cross: vaccinated blood is useless

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/433 picture comparison between blood of vaccinated and
nonvaccinated person. Vaccinated blood darkest red, nearly black and full of cloths
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1183 same here
and here https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1184
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1541 Same here: coagulation normally after 30 minutes, vaccinated
blood after 3 minutes
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/440 brain of vaccinated person – massive blood cloth in brain
That means, our medical system for victims of accidents and crimes and even normal operations is in danger,
because there is not enough donor blood anymore.
And, please don’t laugh at this now, there are rumors that the vaccine causes or prepares the ground for a
zombiefication of people…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/34 Video about this topic with a lot of informations
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/418 showing that this topic was not only discussed now in the last
months but already decades ago from people who seem to have known the “program”.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/698 military training and education about the topic
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/822 even “Alexa” and other AI systems seem to know things about
this coming apocalypse…
So, the zombiefication means, that on the one side the normal life in the cells declines and one the other side
a remotely controlled AI form of life arises, controlled and manipulating the human cells with the help of
Graphene, which reacts on frequency and most probably also on a life form, that eats Graphene, therefore is
able to digest and chemically control Graphene.
Scientific experiments in this area of interest are no science fiction, but (partly revealed) reality.
Leaked Project Pandore and Magneto. Graphene oxide is creating an operating system inside our body. This
is the Trans-humanism Agenda. https://youtu.be/9IhgSKNg8q4 The zombie apocalypse is upon us.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/594 Showing that this transhuman agenda has been on the screen
for the “global leaders” for a long time. https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/596 showing how Graphene
reacts under frequencies
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/774 same here
Legally all vaccinated people are now no longer declared as human, but as transhuman and subject to
patents of and legally owned by Big Pharma. This is not a rumor, this is already a legal fact by the U.S.
Supreme Court. Being no longer declared as “human” means legally, that their rights as “humans” are lost
and I didn’t see any declaration of rights for “transhumans” so far. So, the vaccinated people are legally in
nomansland.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/37 Showing some legal facts about what happens when something
patented enters and changes your body.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1275 over 170 patents about this topic alone
The weaponization of the vaccinated people could happen by 5G or 6G. 5G is a patented U.S. Weapon
System since a long time already.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1118 even on Mainstream admitted
It can produce great damage to the human brain and partly remote control and influence it heavily:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/44 those systems are installed quietly and all over the world
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/293 for example camouflaged as ordinary streetlamps
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/619 or marketing posts
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/688 microwave streetlamp weapon system explained

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/866 5G explained by Sascha Stone
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1402 how many 5G-posts where on the planet, how many deaths
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1316 doctor testimony under oath about 5G
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1020 understanding 5G
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1328 “significant higher death rates under 5G”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1048 behaviour control devices. Clear to see for everybody
interested
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1053 new networks for the communication and linking of all
vaccinated persons and their behaviour control
And there are other patents which show the sickness of those who work on this agenda
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/158 and also
https://patents.google.com/patent/US6017302A/en “Subliminal Acoustic Manipulation of the Nervous
System”?
And the bad news doesn’t stop at the vaccines. According to some information even the PCR test uses a
method well known already in ancient Egypt to make slaves obey better:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/29
and on top the test is probably already contaminated by order with the vaccine it´self:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/256 and also
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/943 also here: same “rumor”: PCR test are a form of nasal
vaccination
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1334 PCR test dangerous for your health!
PCR tests are source for a worldwide DNA data basis to develope the ultimate DNA targeting weapon system
to wipe out certain branches of human DNA https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/999

The PCR test was never meant for the purpose he is used for today to “identify” Covid19 as the inventor of
this testing method himself tells us very clearly. https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/401
And if both Vaccine and testing methods are under suspicion, not only PCR test but probably every testmethod, where you have to first take something into your body before spitting or pulling it out (which would
be a perfectly camouflaged method for inserting something unwanted into your body without notice), then
we should recommend ourselves to look at the promoted origin of this “pandemic” (which is non because a
pandemic needs a certain amount of death-rate to underline the definition of a pandemic)(at least in John
Doe´s understanding).
------------The often mentioned Wuhan Labs are not only the probable and declared source for this first Covid Virus but
also a source where they work on Experiments, perhaps even production of Adrenochrome
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/133
Adrenochrome is produced by torturing babies, children, teens and young adults so badly, that they produce
this stuff.
Warning: watching this might cause damage to your soul! It is really tough to take:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/133
https://t.me/adrenochromeinformation

And the harvesting can only be done by abducting children, which is done on a global scale and very
professional:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/387 woman finds RFID chips in standard children clothing to target
children and “harvest” them
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/425 pedo criminals in Berlin, network
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/593 Royals playing this game on a global scale
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/755 warning! Tough to watch!
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/843 George Bush ate brains of living children
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/883 military ships used for the transport of those children
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1040 Disney seems to be very involved in this business
Celebrities are well known customers https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1061 (Hunter Biden)
and WALMART seems to be heavily involved in the supplychain of these children markets:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1086
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1149 with own tunnels across the nation
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1245 german ex sex slave child speaking out naming names, dates,
places
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1338 child sacrifices, parents speak out
The meanwhile wellknown Dr. Fauci is made responsible for the financing of these Labs
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1270 and on top did not only push the Covid Agenda,
but also the AIDS agenda, which is a kind of “Covid Light” and is responsible directly for the death of many
hundreds of children:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/814 and also
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/36 very old video, decades old, revealing accusitions against Dr
Fauci
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1116 here some protest against him for killing with HIV
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/173 revealing interesting information to Dr. Fauci. It seems, that
people like him come back again and again with the same duties…
and which seems to have been a kind of testing period for the Covid-project, when we look back from today.
The medicaments for the treatment of AIDS have “side effects” and tragically those “side effects” take the
leading postions in the list of deathcauses of HIV patients, which is a remarkable parallel to todays Covidvaccination-“side effects”.
And when we look around, we find evidence that not only Covid and AIDS is a Scam / Hoax,
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/165 death humbers are incorrect / fraudulent
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/184 numbers for injuries from vaccinatios are fraudulent
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/183 the flu magically disappeared after thousands of years while at
the same time with the same symptoms Covid arises
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/215 so called “experts” from todays mainstream, her Dr. Drosten, a
german “virologist” told us truly years ago that the today told stories are a lie and that people are normally
immune against all of this
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/320 video of fake “dead” covid victims shown in the mainstream
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/328 hospital rules are changed to show “produce” more Covid
victims
but also 9/11 was a Hoax and Scam
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/39 original video of the towers at 9/11 = no planes visible

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/55 proof of computer simulation on so called “original footage” of
9/11 plane, visible for everyone who has eyes
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/342 footage of G. W. Bush visit in school talking about very
revealing topics to children – like always: it´s shown directly in front of our eyes. Who knows what to look for
can see everything.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/377 the big theft one day before 9/11 (also mentioned and
explained in my first book)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/378 same here…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/379 and those participating in this fraud knew very exactly what
would happen to them when this would be made publicly known
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/381 missile penetrating the Pentagon on 9/11 – no plane original
footage of impact
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/382 showing Pentagon wall after impact – no wings, no plane, not
big enough for a Boeing having entered the building
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/389 second footage, different camera
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/384 original TV news, shown only once after impacts, “no planes”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/385 mainstream media telling things far in advance before they
really happened on 9/11
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/388 open questions for 9/11, still unanswered until today
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/392 firefighters ordered to New York in advance before things
happened
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/423 clear insurance fraud on WTC – not investigated
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/428 advance knowledge of WTC collapse caused moving out of
renters of WTC 1 day before 9/11
and this hoax is protected with lethal force:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/383 there is no stopping for protecting all those lies. No matter
who, policemen, firefighters, soldiers, private people, whitnesses – one by one was killed.
And when we look at our history we find a lot of those “projects”, for example the sinking of the Titanic,
which was mass murder, insurance fraud (to save the J.P. Morgan bank from declaring bankruptcy)
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/89 Same game here. Thousands of vitims. Clear insurance fraud.
Not investigated
Or the moonlanding, as the astronauts are confessing, that the moon landing was fake:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/15 Astronauts themselves admit that it was fraud.
moon landing footage originally from Nevada: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1268
There are videos and information even about the moon itself, that the moon is not what we were taught in
school: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/12 no idea if this is a fake video or not. Came in at a time
where background news / rumors told about “Earth Alliance liberated moon”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/40 Evidence that pictures of moon landing are fake / wrong
footprints were shown
(I will talk about the so called Earth Alliance later)
Pictures of the Earth are also clear fake: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/300 Very revealing
footages clearly show fake pictures of Earth shown to general public since a long time
Mars robots? Filmed on Earth…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/470

Footages from the International Space Station: Computer animated…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/582
Or that Antartica, which is probably a very different place than only an icy desert
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/56 In older books information were shown, which are censored
today, high mountain, man-made“doom” of many thousands of meters height
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1533 showing pyramids in Antarctica and more
Or that facebook was and still is a CIA project
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/20 Shows the roots of facebook project under different name
Or that Obama is born in Kenya
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/519
And the second Obama actors real name is Barry Soetoro
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/521
And the whole thing about him is a fraud https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/853
And on top he raped some people https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1413 (in this case even together
with Joe Biden)
There are many pictures showing Obama with satanic symbols, and / but he is far from being alone or the
only one.
Freemasons in the higher levels are this kind of club:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1350
The “one eye sign” is the thing to watch out for.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/757
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/766
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1455
or the Royals:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/993
or the Pope
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1142
or celebrities with special rings…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1204

Other symbols are everywhere, just open your eyes:
Merkel for example and many others:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1006
Coming back to Obama and his wife, who is in fact a husband, a former footballer
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/27 showing Barack, his friend Michael (aka the later “Michelle”
Obama together with the young Gates a long time ago.
Michelle then again is by fa not the only tranny in town. Also “Mrs.” Jacinda Ardern, New Zealand Prime
Minister, is obviously one: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/884
Financially obviously very successful in the last year, coming from below 1 million to over 25 million
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1351

From Obama as former president we can go to the declared president Joe Biden, who is obviously staged by
an actor, like several other persons, too
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/19 showing a Biden actor wearing a mask
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/437 different versions of Biden
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/49 showing huge differences in signature of so called Biden
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/145 evidence that Biden actor is mentally not fit to drive a car on
his own and calls the Pope the most famous coloured sportsman
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/836
the original Biden had a tattoo which the todays one doesn’t have:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/951
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/632 voice and vocal analysis of “Biden”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/483 about who is the actor behind Joe Biden and when it was
revealed accidently in public
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/334 fake Oval Office with Biden
https://t.me/Xavier_Naidoo/13206 more information here
May be some celebrities like Hillary Clinton were even exchanged with actors or even humanoid looking
robots: http://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/544895/hillary-clinton-pneumonia-drops-metalobject-9-11-ceremony
You think robots are not that far advanced?
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1240 (and this is only what is made public…)

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/380 showing disturbing footage of Hillary Clinton. It looks like they
drag a robot into the car. I remember very well, that on the day after, a new Hillary Clinton gave a short
interview in front of her house, looking around 10 years younger, and, surprise, having NO secret service
around her. NONE at all.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/2016-election/hillary-clinton-falls-ill-9-11-memorial-n-y-n646376

September 16th 2016
Anyway, HRC is not the topic of this article.
Also not Pelosy, but there are similar problems with her…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/365
Dr. Fauci: same problem:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/561

Beatles? Same thing! You name it. https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/476
It is just to show that almost everything we learned from “official” and mainstream news seems to be fake
and full of lies or even only lies.
The same is valid judgement about a rather actual topic: the last presidential election. There is much
evidence that Donald Trump is still be the official and legal President of the United States of America
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/35 troops recognizing Trump as actual president
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/156 large data dumps about the hidden scandals and election fraud
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/175 about details of election fraud
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/193 even in mainstream from time to time there are hints that
Trump returns without election because the election was fraudulent
So it goes on an on. No matter at what topic we look, we find lies in education, mainstream media, official
news. Of course also regarding Aliens, which are no science fiction but reality
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/31 Original footage of “tall whites”
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/566 Russian Prime Minister talking about Aliens
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/672 alien UFO over pyramids footage
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1031 UFO flyby in Space
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1378 first hand footage and report Roswell crash
Nothing seems to be really what we are shown in the media.
The meanwhile well known Greta Thunberg is handled directly by Rothschild house, Luisa-Marie Neubauer
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/677

The list is endless and goes way into the past, even thousands of years back.
The “knowledge” about history and science is taught in school and university and when you leave those
institutions, you mostly rely on the accessible media, of which you hope that they offer to you a neutral,
scientifically based and summarized perspective, so that you, whereas you are working in a regular job from
nine to five and have to take care for your family and all the day to day business, can save a lot of time in
searching all information by yourself and do not need to scientifically study all the details necessary to be
able to form an own opinion.
Well… in fact, what we see now, the so called “own” opinion now unfolds to be a “mainstream” opinion and
formed with intention by some few people. The mainstream media has its narrative and the narrative is
pushed by those in the mainstream media who are the bosses or own the media. And the media is owned
by…:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/13 Overview chart who owns media and who is boss
The social framework for this maze, the psychological traps, in which the most of our people are held, has
been prepared for a long time. Not only decades but most probable VERY much longer.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/636 Rockefeller foundations playbook
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/6 very old TV footage shows what the target is with covid, filmed in
the 1950ties
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/24 Obama video, often censored, very revealing footage
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/88 Klaus Schwab about implanted chips, years ago on mainstream
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/149 covid measures printed on a poster, way ahead the actual
outbreak, years old
Same as the vaccine itself, produced in 2018 already: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/793
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/827 the tests were partly patented in 2015, before and after, some
by Rothschild directly, some by others
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/967 brave doctor speaking out already in 1985 about what we
experience today
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1246 another revealing video far in advance – depopulation agenda

So.
we now know: vaccine is dangerous, we are surrounded and fed with lies for a long time already.
So: what can we expect? Well… they told and have shown us already!
The death rate correlates very well with the vaccination rate
https://t.me/TraugottIckerothLiveticker/24905

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/655 vaccines QR code decoded, many doses planed way ahead. The
simple version:
1. 8 deadly doses until 2024
2. Pandemic ends late 2024 and World Bank funding ends March 2025
3. New Spars Pandemic 2025-2028 from the same people who brought you Event 201
4. Agenda 2030 complete by 2030
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/656 “it will be neccessary to kill many billions of people” official
speech
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/581 Speech of Robert Welch 1958
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/315 IMPORTANT:
“Once the herd accepts mandatory vaccinations, it’s game over. They will accept anything – forcible blood
or organ donation ‘for the greater good.’ We can genetically modify children and sterilize them ‘for the
greater good.’ Control sheep minds and you control the herd. Vaccine makers stand to make billions. And
many of you in this room are investors. It’s a big win-win. We thin out the herd and the herd pays us for
extermination services.”…Henry Kissinger WHO Speech, 2019
And the more we dive into these topics, we find circles and certain people of interest, as for example Klaus
Schwab and others, who are part of a satanic ritual group of extreme measures:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/5 Klaus Schwab dressed up nicely as Satans Bride
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/52 Klaus Schwab is member of the Rothschild family
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/629 showing his ancestors
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/53 Klaus Schwab naming possible next target
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/346 Klaus Schwab and Bill Gates working together
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/194 Klaus Schwab in his favorite dresses
Adam Schiff has similar problems…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/754

criminals involved in the covid agenda - exposed: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1266
list with people in the “Comitee of 300” https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/992
what is the cabal? https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1148
Many of those people many of us, the readers, thought to be good ones, suddenly turn out to be on the side
of those who push for the vaccinations.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/348 Dalai Lama pushing vaccinations
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/348 again Dalai Lama
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/439 The original Joe Biden about the topic decades ago
Sadghuru on the same side pushing evil agenda https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1222
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/628 showing Merkel´s hidden background, her sisters and what
they are doing (Theresa May and others)
Hidden background? That brings me to Hitler, who´s ancestor was from the Rothschild House of Vienna.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/764 and he knew exactly what he was talking about, already at that
time, today almost even more important than in those days: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/842
And countries thought of to be “bad” suddenly turn out to protect their people
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/351 (North Korea, Afghanistan)
The restrictions against unvaccinated people get harder every week.
Unvaccinated are not allowed to work or go shopping, even supermarkets close for them:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/230
even healthcare will be closed for them
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/239
and their bank accounts, too
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/240
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/308
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/307
They are coming after each and everyone and want to force ALL without any exemption to take the
vaccination
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/224
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/225
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/298
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/302
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/309
And they are thinking of using really everything to get you all vaccinated
vaccinated bananas https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/761
and vegetables: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1000
And with the fear of being the next, weak people start to become traitors to others and denunziation pops of
everywhere https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/352
“Die Endlösung” / “The Final Solution”; words like this are the same vocabulary as ion the 1940ties for the
jews, here now for unvaccinated people…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/515

“Don’t buy from Unvaccinated”. Again we are at this stage… https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1301
and again in Germany. Hell… I wish the people would have learned more about self reflecting and history…
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1314
Now we have a new legal term “illegal breathing” and “illegal sneezing”. Don’t laugh at it, it will cost you
13.000 Australian Dollars AND 6 months in jail.
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1512
Same in Germany: illegal breathing is when you breath without a mask where a mask is mandatory.
We have been shown the truth for a long time and even now the terrifying truth could be very obvious for all
those who know where and how to look:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/118
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/121
To wear masks does not change anything. The masks we are using often have a declaration on the package
which reads: “this mask does not help against viral infections”. However, we are forced to wear them. Why?
Because wearing a mask has heavy psychological impact on people
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/394
The same applies for the stupid appearing contradictionary restrictions. This is not stupidity of politicians,
this is brilliantly planned and executed. There is a method behind this
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1152
Fear is the weapon. They close hospitals in the middle of the “pandemic” and use the “overcrowded”
hospitals left as an argument for the crisis while paying the hospitals to close and remove even more beds:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1337
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1389
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1390
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1391
And then on top the mainstream media tells us every day that the ICUs are overcrowded and packed with
unvaccinated people, whereas from time to time insiders speak out and tell us the truth:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/922 all intensive care patients are 100% vaccinated
While the birthrate declines fast https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/889 Most probably because
vaccination sterilizes from the first injection on and because of thousands of thousands of still born
worldwide https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1197 the director of the WHO admits, that vaccines are
used to kill children https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1509
we may come to the conclusion: no matter what conspiracy theorists told you in the past, no matter what
you thought would be the most evil things to do, our governments are even worse:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/431
And they tell us, right in the face, what they are doing. For example with the new World Trade Center
Building https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/398l which looks like an injection needle.
People get manipulated by the so called “mainstream”, where at the same time, the real mainstream is the
huge group of people who don’t want all this, but they think they are the minority because
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/445 there are methods to let them think they are only a small group
and the “mainstream” is in favour of the vaccines: https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/264 how
mainstream opinions are produced
bot farm with mobile phones

Even webcams are manipulated to let people think not so many protestors were there
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1207
We are told that the Biden administration is working, whereas at the same time the truth is, that most of the
government buildings in Washington are empty since Jan 20th 2021 already
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/43
And the so called side effects of the vaccination and all the reasons for deaths and physical problems we see
at the moment, like for example myocarditis and others, are no set to be all brought to us by another virus,
the coming pandemic caused by the Marburg Virus
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/586
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/663 marburg virus symptoms
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/953 the coming Marburg pandemic
There were 16 cases of the Marburg Virus last year, and the plan seems to be that the coming pandemic,
which is unstoppable, because the ground has been prepared for it by vaccinating so many people, will be
officially blamed to this Marburg Virus, with even more restrictions.
In Germany for example, the laws are already set up, that due to the enormous weight on the healthcare
system, caused by this pandemic, the government will “be forced” to get in possession of the private
accounts and properties. Meaning: they will come after your house, your bank account and take away
everything.
This is what Klaus Schwab is talking about when he says: “you will own nothing”.
There will be no end to this vaccinating program. Never. As long as vaccinated people live they bring profit to
Big Pharma. Why stopping a running and profitable system? https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1305
its official!
So.
Let us summarize what we know so far.
There is an evil thinking and evil acting small circle of some hundred people, very rich and powerful, acting in
the background, organising and controlling governments worldwide, pushing vaccination and by this, pushing
genocide. They control the media, they control the celebrities, they decide who gets famous and rich and
they try to control every phase and facette of reality.
We have looked behind the curtain, behind the next curtain and the next.
We now may think, that this vaccination program is the apocalypse we are told about in the bible, the one
announced on the Georgia Guidestones, where it is hammered in stone, that the worlds population is set to
be reduced to around 500 million.
Prepare for millions of deaths https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1313
The timetable is also set.
We know the deagle.com forecast, we have read about the biological reasons and argumentations, that
vaccinated people normally have a resting lifetime of about 3 years.

What can we expect?
There are obviously different agendas on the market, which are competing with eachother.
Let me call the evil agenda with the vaccinantions. There we would see millions of deaths, starting now and
becoming more and more, which will then be blamed to the Marburg Virus and (of course) the unvaccinated
people, who are so dangerous that they help spreading the virus, which of course is not true, but, how ever,
will be believed by billions of sheeples, who will act more and more hostile against unvaccinated people.
Within in this agenda, according to insders https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/1564 we will face a fake
alien invasion in 2024, which will lead to a non disputed one-world-government under the New World Order.
This fake Alien invasion will show us holograms of gigantic UFOs in the skies all over the planet and the
holograms will camouflage real military craft with real weapons which will cause real damage. The next
pandemic after that will bring more vaccinations and will kill more people and will enslave the rest and will
convert Earth into a Prison Planet like Hell.
Within short time from now there will be a “Global Reset”, in which all governments and banks will have a
reset of their debts to zero, and all private will keep their debts and will be “set free” from their private
wealth and property. There will be a one world currency, a FIAT currency, of which all the governments and
rich simply print what they need or want to have and all the private will have close to nothing. There will be a
china -like social credit system for all countries and does not behave well and think the right things will be
put in jail.

However, there seems to be a competing agenda, one that will lead to a complete disclosure of election
fraud, adrenochrome production, black ops, drug cartels and government connections, child trafficking,
corruption and much more and will lead first to a complete military overtake of governments worldwide.
Then there will be a “Global currency reset” in which we will go to a gold backed currency and dependent
also gold back national currency with fixed exchange rates to this global currency. There will be a debt jubilee
for each and everyone on the planet, not only governments and banks. Then Trump will go into the next
years of his administration.

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/526
Within this second “positive” scenario there will probably also be MedBeds introduced, which would be able
to heal humans within minutes, even from vaccine damages.

https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/91 all these videos are about MedBeds
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/92
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/93
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/94
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/95
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/96
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/97
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/102
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/107
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/110
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/179
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/273
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/914
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/915
Probably in both scenarios the U.S. will be split into 4 parts, independent from eachother.
In the first and evil scenario probably China will become very powerful and in the second I would guess
Russia would become more powerful.
In any case, the domination of the U.S. will be over.
In the second scenario, the U.S: will probably turn into a very peaceful country which could serve as a role
model for other countries.
--------------

So far so good.
But who wrote that opera and what for? We saw that there are some curtains to look behind and we actually
removed some of these curtains. And we might have been able to identify some of the actors and we can see
the stage set.
But it is still a stage.
As we know we find stages in theatres. And when we leave the theatre we enter the reality.
Now it gets really interesting.
Let us go back to that deagle.com forecast.
As I already told you, the deagle.com website offered a forecast with the number of population in 2017 and
2025. It offered the number of deaths (their argument why there were so many deaths was “an international
thermonuclear conflict”. I will show you now three tables. The first one is the deagle forecast sorted by the
total number of deaths, the second one is sorted by percentage of deaths on the basis of the given
population in 2017 and the last one is the complete chart alphabetically sorted with a calculation of total
deaths.
So. First chart. Sorted by number of deaths.

2025deagel dead millions.pdf
The green marked countries at the end all have a surplus as you may have noticed.
Now the second chart, sorted by percentage of population.
2025deagel dead percentage.pdf
As you may have noticed, the western societies are by far the ones who get hit by this reduction.
And now the last chart, with a calculation of how many percentage of the world wide population will die
(according to this deagle.com forecast.
2025deagel overall.pdf

We see that there is only a reduction of the worlds population by 7%.
that is FAR away from the Georgia Guidestones aim 500 million world population.
What we see in these charts is a very powerful reduction in western countries, and especially in countries
with dominating white population.
And we dive more into it, let me do this on the example of Germany, we see even clearer:
in Germany we have a lot of immigrants. The overall population is told to be 83 million of which around 2025 million are non white immigrants meanwhile. Of course this is a frightening number for all those who are
german patriots, however, it´s the truth.
And the part of the population which has the strongest resistance against vaccinations… are those
immigrants. Blame it on “religion”, or recognize, that the german government has stopped to try to vaccinate
immigrants because as they are not citizens, they don’t fall under the legal immunity of the Big Pharma
corporations against any damage done by those vaccinations. https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/405
So, I presume, that BigPharma has told the European governments to not vaccinate immigrants, as they are
afraid that some of those might go to start a trial against them for liability. Anyway, they are not vaccinated.
And when we now look at the chart we find that the number of immigrants almost exactly equals the
number of survivors. I do not know the actual number in the U.S: but a reduction to only 99 millions left
sounds to me that practically all white are gone afterwards.
You find some few hints in mainstream media, that this might be part of an overall strategy.
For example https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/564 BBC bans white people from new jobs
or the fact (!) that black people seem to not get the same vaccination as white people
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author/879
I know this is a topic, of which many of the readers might have thought it was only a bad dream of some
extreme right wing white neo nazi groups with contacts to the Ku Klux Clan.
Well,… it seems very real.
The possible reason I would like to summarize here and I can promise you, that I researched this topic for a
very long time. In fact, I was not aware that I researched this topic. Because I started in very down to earth
ancestry research. I found out my family tree surprisingly down to Adam and Eve. You may laugh at it, I did
so, too. However, I checked every detail many times with all I could find online and in libraries and found it to
be correct scientific data. You can imagine, that this research can fill a book. And indeed, I wrote a book. So,
what I can only summarize in very short word here you find in my first book as a complete chapter and linked
in the other chapters. So, if you want to dive deeper into it and really understand all of it, with sources to
crosscheck yourself, go and get that book and read it.
It is worth it. Because then you will understand what will sound very science fiction like when I write here
only the summarized version.
Anway. Here it comes.

Humans were made with genetic experiments. Those who made those humans were two persons with 2
different opinions about the importance of the prime directive of the universe: ”free will”. The one wanted a
pure slave race to obey and work, the other wanted free will for them. The two couldn’t reach an agreement
and that led to one of them putting his own “god”-genes into one of the given females.

Adam and Eve were pure genetic line. Abel was so, too. But his brother Cain was the one who was produced
with “god-genes”. You know the story. Cain killed his brother Abel, he was banned from paradise etc.
In my book you find the step by step proof and analysis, that Cain went to the land Nod / Dun. And the king
of the Duni was Assur bel Duni, head of the “Cainits”. Then they become “Amalek”, later Assuriens and
Arians and later Germans. That means, the Germans are directly related to Cain. With a different genetic
pool than the other lines coming from Adam and Eve - believe it or not. Read the book if you want to get the
full insight. Now, in the bible the “chosen people” by JHWH (which is the rank of the two brothers in power)
are given an order. “There is WAR against Amalek from generation to generation until Amalek is wiped away
from the face of the Earth”.
In the early 1930ties the Jews declared total war on Amalek / Germany. Officially in the newspapers they
declared war on Germany, but the secret ceremony with the Rabbi was targeted against Amalek. This war
targeted Germany and was quite successful. Due to many complicated circumstances the Germans managed
to escape total extinction. And in my book I explained, that due to globalisation the so called “god-genes”
were spread all over the world in many countries with white population and also other colors. And I came to
the conclusion that targeting Germany would be useless. I didn’t know at that time, how right I was and I
couldn’t believe, that of course the only logical solution (kill ALL white people) would be really a realizable
project. Now, with this vaccination program, we see, that it is indeed possible to target all white.

Maybe not all, but the leaving rest is so small, that it will no longer be a danger to the aims of the gods /
directors.

So,
putting the puzzle pieces together, gives us the picture, that those in power in governments, very often white
people, play the game and think they are on a freemason / illuminati game path and kill amost everybody
and leave a good portion for serving as slaves for them, which of course would be evil but somehow devilish
explainable with “overpopulation” and “ressources get short” etc.
In fact, the real aim behind this vaccination project seems to be to kill most or even better ALL of the white
population to finally have the slave race on Earth they wanted to have in the first place. That would be a
“golden race” - mixed of black and yellow people – perhaps.
So, what we can say now after reading all this, is, that if the first, evil scenario wins and the people get
vaccinated all over the place, than at the end the Illuminati will end as the masterslaves of the slaves, but
however, still as slaves and servants – the same as they are and forgot long ago.
If we manage to free our planet finally from those “gods who are really in power, then we have a chance to
survive. We, as white people, and we as free human race of different colours.
We outnumber those gods by far. And when we act as a mass of peoples, then their chance is ZERO.
Talking about the “gods” in power we have to mention the Draco. Mentioning the Draco is by far too much
for a newbie, I guess. However, if you recognize how much of so called conspiracy theories have already
come true within in only the last few months, you might be motivated to read also about the Draco. It´s
worth it anyway.

If you want to know more about the background of all this, I recommend you to read my books.
Of course there are also other books about this topic, but I don’t know any other book which summarizes so
much in so condensed form. So, to save time, give me the honour to guide you through all this with my two
books. Or go through all the others and try to make a good summary yourself. It took me years to get it. And
to save you the time which you desperately need NOW to save yourself and your family and prepare for
WHATEVER, you might want to follow my recommendation.
I wish you (and me) that this nightmare will soon be over. Go outside, show that you don’t want this terror.
Forget about the fear. All fear now is nothing against the coming fear within a one world new world order
government.

In any case I hope that this article has given you a good overview about our current situation.
I wish you, apart from all this heavy to digest stuff, a peaceful year 2022
may you stay healthy
May you be respectful and peaceful with those who are worth it,
May you be part of the nightmare for those who have the evil upon us.
May we all live in peace together on this planet
Kind regards
Thomas Anderson

And for all who want to know more about the history of this Planet, the Secret Space programs and
more…
My channel on telegram:
https://t.me/Thomas_Anderson_Author
World Conspiracy in English language
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085DTGLYY
chapter about calendar and seconds.

ebook / paperback / Hard Cover ß this is the one with the

In German language
https://www.amazon.de/Weltverschw%C3%B6rung-sind-wahren-HerrscherErde/dp/3938656352/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1477334083&sr=1-1
only Hardcover (sold out in new condition, used still available)

Space Conspiracy in English language
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B085RRNWK5

ebook / paperback / Hard Cover

And in German
https://www.amazon.de/Die-Weltraumverschw%C3%B6rung-Jan-vanHelsing/dp/3938656433/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1505482561&sr=11&keywords=weltraumverschw%C3%B6rung
only Hardcover

